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1.

OVERVIEW

With resource-constrained mobile and embedded devices
being outfitted with multicore processors, there exists a need
to allow existing parallel programs to be scaled down to efficiently utilize these devices. We study the marriage of programming models originally designed for distributed-memory
supercomputers with smaller scale parallel architectures that
are shared-memory and generally resource-constrained.
We propose techniques to allow parallel software to be
aware of and adapt to power requirements of the application at the parallel algorithm level. Another level of adaptivity we propose is recognition of when costly, but otherwise
necessary serialization of objects for communication can be
safely avoided and to enable a zero-copy transfer without
the need to rewrite the code.
We implement our techniques in stapl [2], which is a
framework for parallel C++ code development. Figure 1(a)
shows scalability of a stapl implementation of the NAS
Parallel Benchmark EP on up to 1 million cores on a Blue
Gene/Q, which scales near-linearly up to 1,048,576 cores and
is able to match a hand-tuned MPI reference implementation. Figure 1(b) shows the same stapl implementation of
the NAS EP benchmark, unmodified, executing on a 4-core
Android tablet and achieves 3.98x scalability on 4 cores.

2.

ALGORITHMIC SELECTION

For fundamental parallel operations, there could exist multiple algorithms that, although functionally equivalent, have
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Figure 1: stapl scalability of EP on (a) Sequoia and
(b) tablet.
very different performance characteristics. Each algorithm
has a distinct performance profile which is dependent on,
amongst many things, the input size, processor count, datatype or if it is executed on a shared- or distributed-memory
machine. It is not possible for an application developer to
be completely aware of all factors that may affect the performance of the actual computation, as many of these parameters are unknown at compile-time and dependent on
the environment in which the application will be eventually
launched. For this reason, machine learning can be utilized
to provide automated selection of the best implementation
to execute which will optimize for both performance and energy consumption for a given configuration of the problem.
Thomas et al. [7] provide a framework for adaptive algorithmic selection using statistical and machine learning techniques to create a model for a given parallel operation describing the best implementation to execute based on known
parameters. This model is created at install-time through
the use of training: exploring the space of configurations to
succinctly describe the performance behavior of a given algorithm based on a small number of samples. Once these samples are collected, learning is conducted through either decision tree learning as in this work, or others such as standard
back propagation neural networks, Bayes naive classifiers or
any learning technique suitable for the problem. Finally, the
model is used to predict the performance of unseen configurations of the problem and choose the appropriate algorithm
that best satisfies the performance requirements.

2.1

Energy Efficient Scan

In this work, we considered optimizing both performance
and energy consumption of the fundamental scan (partial
sum) operation using four scan algorithms: binomial tree
[6], simultaneous binomial tree (pointer jumping or Hillis-
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Figure 2: Adaptive scan (a) classification tree and
(b) potential for energy savings.
Steele) [3], a scan presented in Blelloch [1], and the standard
tree-based parallel algorithm presented in JàJà [4]. We considered a tablet platform Exynos 4 quad-core tablet running Android 4.0.4. Exynos consists of an ARM Cortex-A9
clocked at 1.5 GHz with 1GB of DDR2 800Mega main memory and 1MB of L2 cache.
To build an accurate performance model and learner, we
collected information of the form E(n, p, t, a) that represents
the energy consumed in Joules for the scan algorithm a with
an input size of n, p processors and datatype t. Thus,
maxa {E(n, p, t, a)}/ mina {E(n, p, t, a)} gives the potential
for energy savings (the ratio of the most energy-expensive
scan to the least expensive). Figure 2(b) plots this metric for the Exynos platform with 32-bit integers and illustrates that there is indeed potential for energy savings
for large portions of the space. Our adaptive scan algorithm uses the decision tree in Figure 2(a). We were able
to achieve a 1.1x geometric mean for the Re metric, where
Re (n, p, t) = E(n, p, t)/ mina {E(n, p, t, a)} and E is the energy used by the adaptive prefix scan algorithm. Experimentally, we found that the best scan algorithm to use varied
rapidly across the space, and thus was not a concept that can
easily be modeled by decision tree learning. We are looking
into using more advanced learners other than decision trees.
In addition, future work will evaluate the potential for adaptive algorithmic selection for performance and energy in an
entire application, instead of a single algorithm.

3.

SINGLE-NODE OPTIMIZATION
Graph500 Benchmark on Shared-Memory
Strong Scaling with 1M Vertices and 33M Edges
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Figure 3: Experimental evaluation of zero-copy
Graph 500.
stapl’s runtime system supports shared-memory remote
method invocation (RMI) through the use of shared mail-

boxes. When a request is made from one processing element
to another, the sending processor creates a buffer, copies
the RMI’s arguments into this buffer, and places a reference
to the buffer in the destination processor’s mailbox. However, in the case where the arguments are guaranteed to be
immutable for the duration of the RMI, it is safe to forgo
a copy of the arguments into a temporary buffer and instead pass a reference to the arguments themselves. This
way, the owner-computes and atomic semantics of remote
method invocation is preserved, while still saving the need
to copy. Many researchers have addressed this issue at the
compiler level [5], whereas this work attempts to provide a
library-based solution.
To evaluate the effectiveness of a zero-copy approach, we
considered a benchmark that makes heavy use of fine-grained
communication. Figure 3(a) shows strong scaling for the
Graph 500 benchmark (scale 20) on a shared-memory 16core node of a Cray cluster consisting of a single-socket 16core AMD Interlagos chip. We evaluate two versions: a
standard shared-memory version and a version that employs
the zero-copy optimization. Experimentally, we show that
bypassing copies of immutable RMI arguments provides a
benefit in raw execution time, dropping time from 89 ms to
49.5 ms at 16 cores resulting in a modest speedup of 1.79x.
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